
  

ENTER PASSWORD 
INFORMATION



  

Press “Shift + 
Tab to move 
the cursor to 
the upper left 
corner then 
type I31 then 
enter



  



  

The date signifies the 
Estimated Date of 
Loss from the Navy

The three character 
code was normally 
used for HYT/FLT 
Reserve, is also being 
used to track PTS



  

You can find the 
same information 
in LOPG under 
the  Personal 
information



  



  

IR1 - Authorized to reenlist in rating decided on their first look
IR2 - Authorized to reenlist in rating decided on their second look
IR3 - Authorized to reenlist in rating decided on their third look
IR4 - Authorized to reenlist in rating decided on their fourth look
IR5 - Authorized to reenlist in rating decided on their fifth look
IR6 - Authorized to reenlist in rating decided on their sixth look
CV1 - Authorized to reenlist provided they change rating, decided on their first look
CV2 - Authorized to reenlist provided they change rating, decided on their second look
CV3 - " third look
CV4 - " forth look
CV5 - " fifth look
CV6 - " sixth look
RO1 - Not approved to reenlist at this time on first look, PTS application rolled over to
next month
RO2 - Not approved to reenlist at this time on second look, PTS application rolled over to
next month
RO3 - "third look"
RO4 - "fourth look"
RO5 - "fifth look"
RO6 - Would not apply.  Member would either be told to convert, separate or GENDET
reapply
SP1 -  Told to separate on first look.  (Probably wouldn't happen unless member's
application was submitted 7 months prior to EAOS and didn't make the quality cut.)
SP2 -  Told to separate on second look.  (Probably wouldn't happen unless member's
application was submitted 8 months prior to EAOS.)
SP3 -  Told to separate on third look.  (Probably wouldn't happen unless member's
application was submitted 9 months prior to EAOS.)
SP4 - " fourth look.  " 10 months prior"
SP5 - " fifth look.  " 11 months prior"
SP6 - Told to separate on sixth look.  (Will be most common SPX code.)
GDR - GENDET reapply.  GENDET who has received max number of looks (6), wasn't
approved to reenlist ("A" school) or told to separate.  Their CO now has the authority to
execute a 12 month extension allowing member to continue striking for a rating.  Must
submit new PTS application at 12 months prior to their new EAOS as extended (which
will be the same month as their old EAOS.)

PTS Tracking Codes
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